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WELCOME

Luis GarrettBrent

Donna Roddy

I’m Donna Booth, owner of Prestige Printing - FASTSIGNS in Columbus, Indiana. My team and I work hard to solve your  

visual communications challenges, no matter what they entail. We have a diverse staff that has experience with everything from 

simple business cards to complex presentation packages; from humble banners to full fledged electric channel letters for your 

business - and everything in between. 

Our shop is located at 1307 12th Street in Columbus. Here we create unique pieces for our customers, both digitally and  

physically, that help them communicate, share, discover and build stronger relationships with their clients.

We are dedicated to providing the best customer service, from beginning to end, for all projects. Our creativity and  

craftsmanship are second to none. In-house production allows us to turn around rush jobs when needed, and also take the time 

to plan out larger, more complex campaigns. Most importantly, we work tirelessly to make sure that, no matter how detailed or 

esoteric, we help our customers bring the projects they envision to life.

I hope the next time you have a need to communicate with your employees, clients or the general public that you would allow 

myself and the team of Prestige Printing - FASTSIGNS to help. I am extremely proud of the work we have created in the past and 

I look forward to what we will create for you in the years to come.

Donna Booth, Owner

Kelle Rachel

Matt

Hannah

Tracy

Mark

Owner Operations Customer Service & Business Development

Design Print Production Sign Production

MEET OUR TEAM
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COVID-19 PRODUCTS
2020 has been quite a challenging year to say the least. To support our local businesses, Prestige - FASTSIGNS has  
multiple solutions to help maintain social distance and properly label your space. We also have customizable ideas that 
are designed to keep your employees, students and clients safe. Any of these products can be completely customized for 
your business, school or organization.

Custom Masks

Floor Markers

Health Posters

We’re all looking ahead to a “new normal”, and with that 
comes face masks. They’ve recently become an essential 
item, and it is uncertain how long they’ll stick around. 
Don’t settle for boring when you can embrace your own 
style, or your company’s brand identity. Custom Masks 
for your company, team or organization to keep you safe 
and promote brand awareness at the same time.

After years of learned behavior, standing six feet 
apart is easy to forget. Help guide customers,  
students and visitors with easy to read Floor Markers.
Available in multiple shapes and designed to match 
your brand, these graphics will help keep your  
location safely social distanced.

It never hurts to remind people how to stop the 
spread of COVID-19. We have several Health Posters 
featuring infographics we can customize for your  
organization that show information, statistics and  
advice from the CDC. These are great solutions to 
place at the entrance to buildings, in kitchens or  
in bathrooms.
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Reminder Graphics

Sanitation Stations

Sanitizer Bottles

This is available in  
multiple sizes and styles!

!

Includes the entire kit! 
We deliver and assemble too!

!

To aid social distancing many organizations find  
themselves closing areas of seating, bathroom 
stalls or sinks, dining tables and more.

Stay consistent with your brand and get your  
message across with Reminder Graphics.  
These show people what designated areas are 
open and which are closed. They are also  
custom designed to fit your exact needs!

Sometimes the simpliest solutions are still the 
best. Keeping a small bottle of Hand Sanitizer in 
your pocket gives you the freedom to clean your 
hands as often as you want. We can customize the 
labeling on these, making them a great branded 
handout for clients, employees or students. 

Another popular solution are Sanitation Stations. These portable stands 
allow you to place sanitzer bottles anywhere in your business, campus or 
facility. With refillable santizer, you can use these branded stands to keep 
events safe, for years to come.
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P.O. Box 1250 
Seymour, IN  47274 
EMail:  twesner@goodegg.com 

         BUS. (812) 497-2557 
RES. (812) 966-2313 
FAX (812) 497-3311 

 

TONY A. WESNER 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 

 

1560 Hyde Park Canal
Pantego, North Carolina 27860
EMail: cdarby@roseacre.com

BUS. (252) 935-5800 Ext. 250
FAX (252) 935-5801

Cheryl Darby
Human Resource

NC Division

430 2ND ST. 
COLUMBUS, INDIANA 47202 

www.BecksGroveVeneer.com

Ph: 812.343.4933 Ben@BecksGroveVeneer.com

Sugar      Coated
c   a   k   e   r   y

(317) 604-SUGR (7847) 52 E. Washington St.
sweets@sugarcoatedcakery.com Shelbyville, IN 46176

Check us out on facebook or www.sugarcoatedcakery.com

Nickole MitchellNickole Mitchell
Owner / Cake Specialist

Amit Yeole
CRS Quality Assurance Engineer 

O (812) 314-3044
F  (812) 375-9429
ayeole@djgusa.com

2525 State Street
Columbus, IN 47201

THOMASSON, THOMASSON, LONG & GUTHRIE, P.C.

Attorneys At LAw

Michael Thomasson (1945-2012)     Sean G. Thomasson*     Shari E. Long **    Jason H. Guthrie

50 Washington Street, Suite 3A | P.O. Box 2086 | Columbus, Indiana 47202-2086 | phone 812.372.5785 | fax 812.372.4928

Miriam Huck        Heather Schuh-Ogle       Tammara J. Sparks

also licensed to practice law in Ohio     Registered Domestic Relations Mediator and Trained Parenting Time Coordinator* **

BUSINESS ESSENTIALS

1307 12th Street • Columbus, IN 47201

1307 12th Street • Columbus, Indiana 47201 • www.PrestigeTeam.biz • info@PrestigeTeam.biz
812.372.2500 Columbus • 812.522.4200 Seymour • 812.372.2793 Fax • 866.477.2500 Toll Free 

Print, Mail & More!

Every business needs letterhead, envelopes and business cards. These are the essential three elements that businesses 
use to share employee contact information, send correspondence and provide official, written company information.

TOVEY-PERRY CO.
Travis Perry

Owner 

Cell 812.343.6103
 tperry@toveyperryco.com

Letterhead

Envelopes

Business Cards

Choose from a variety of 
paper stocks and ink options!

!

We have almost all envelope sizes, as  
well as security, window and catalog styles!

!
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In these times, if your business doesn’t have a website you are missing out on a large group of potential customers. 
Regardless of whether you need a full online store or just a basic online presence, we can help.

Most businesses will also have brochures and some type of forms (invoices, job tickets, and more) they use in their 
day to day operations. We can print several different styles and sizes of both to accommodate your needs.

CINTAS SAFETY FOOTWEAR

CVJ West 0<<num>>

Employee Name

Authorized Signature

Employee Signature

Issue Date

Date

$95 - 125
Subsidy Amount

The above individual has been given approval to purchase 
safety footwear via the NTN Shoe Program.

By presenting this voucher the employee is showing proof of 
employment and accepts responsibility for purchase.

Voucher expires 14 days from issue date.

CINTAS SAFETY FOOTWEAR

CVJ West 0<<num>>

Employee Name

Authorized Signature

Employee Signature

Issue Date

Date

$95 - 125
Subsidy Amount

The above individual has been given approval to purchase 
safety footwear via the NTN Shoe Program.

By presenting this voucher the employee is showing proof of 
employment and accepts responsibility for purchase.

Voucher expires 14 days from issue date.

CINTAS SAFETY FOOTWEAR

CVJ West 0<<num>>

Employee Name

Authorized Signature

Employee Signature

Issue Date

Date

$95 - 125
Subsidy Amount

The above individual has been given approval to purchase 
safety footwear via the NTN Shoe Program.

By presenting this voucher the employee is showing proof of 
employment and accepts responsibility for purchase.

Voucher expires 14 days from issue date.

1307 12th Street, Columbus, IN 47201 Offi ce      (812) 372-2500      |      Fax      (812) 372-2793

See our full line of products at prestigeteam.biz or request one of our FREE product catalogs

ANY IMAGE
ANY SIZE

ANYWHERE

If your content changes too fast to make print 
cost effective, consider Indoor Digital Signs. 
Get bright, vivid colors, animation and more!

Installing and maintaining Digital Signage is easy! Digital 
signs allow you to update content as often as needed! 
Prestige - FASTSIGNS is there to help all of the way. 
In addition, there are many different types, sizes and styles 
available for almost any purpose or budget!

ANY IMAGE
ANY SIZE

ANYWHERE

1307 12th Street, Columbus, IN 47201 Offi ce      (812) 372-2500      |      Fax      (812) 372-2793

If your content changes too fast to make print 
cost effective, consider Indoor Digital Signs. 
Get bright, vivid colors, animation and more!

Installing and maintaining Digital Signage is easy! Digital 
signs allow you to update content as often as needed! 
Prestige - FASTSIGNS is there to help all of the way. 
In addition, there are many different types, sizes and styles 
available for almost any purpose or budget!

See our full line of products at prestigeteam.biz or request one of our FREE product catalogs

Web Design

Forms Brochures

Our sites are designed to look great across smart 
phones, tablets, laptops and desktops. You can also 
edit content yourself to keep your site up to date.

!

Feeling hi-tech? Ask us  
about interactive PDF forms.

!
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SIGN UP FOR MORE SALES
Maximizing your company’s exposure is essential to get your name in front of potential new customers. With signage solutions 
from Prestige - FASTSIGNS, like vehicle wraps, channel letters and monument signs, you can do just that!

If your signage needs entail frequently changing tenants 
or perhaps even daily messages a Monument Sign is  
exactly what you need. These signs can be ordered with 
or without digital displays.

Channel Letters (or electric signs) make a statement and  
are the initial contact most customers have with your  
business. They are essential in helping customers locate  
your office or shop!

Vehicle Wraps

Channel Letters
Monument Signs

Vehicle graphics can be small or totally cover  
a vehicle’s exterior. For smaller pieces, please  

see Products on The Go on page 9

!
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Frosted vinyl on glass windows and doors gives your artwork a clean, upscale look. 

If you want to make a bold 
statement in your office, try 
dimensional lettering. The 
natural three-dimensional effect 
will draw lots of attention from 
clients and staff.

Life moves fast - help your business 
keep up with indoor digital signs. 
These displays allow you to have 
colorful, animated messages with 
optional sound. They are the ultimate 
way to draw customer attention.

Frosted Vinyl

Dimensional Lettering

Indoor Digital Signs
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PRODUCTS ON THE GO

Outdoor Banners are a very cost effective way to draw attention! Great for special events, job openings, grand openings  
and so much more! Can be attached to posts or almost any other type of surface with grommets.

When your business needs to make a splash, check out 
Trade Show Graphics! You can order specific pieces or an 
entire set depending on your presentation needs. 
We can custom design art to fit your company identity as well!

One of the most trusted, classic types of signage is  
Yard Signs. Small enough to not get in the way,  
but big enough to get your message across.  
Yard Signs are a versatile tool to communicate upcoming 
events, directions, political campaigns and more!

Banners

Trade Show Graphics

Yard Signs
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Advertise your company on 
the go with Vehicle Graphics! 
Showing important information 
in a clean, concise format, they  
let customers know exactly 
who you are and what you do.

The best advertisements are the ones that 
people keep! Promotional items give  
customers an item they can use everyday 
that carries your branding and information. 
The next time your customer reaches for a 
pen, make sure it has your phone  
number on it!

When you need to give your customer 
information on the go, you need 
Printed Handouts. Leave behind a 
door hanger, mail a targeted postcard  
or hand out a brochure outlining your  
services. These pieces are a great way  
to give customers information about  
you for them to read later!

Vehicle Graphics

Promotional Products

Printed Handouts

There are 1000s of different promotional items  
available. Pens, stress relievers, can koozies,  

notepads, phone cases, frisbees, umbrellas and lots 
more! Check out www.prestigeteam.biz for a full list. 

!
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SPECIAL DELIVERY

If you have a mailing list of addresses you would like to 
mail to, Standard Mail is the choice for you. No matter 
where in the country your recipients are located, we will 
check their addresses and work directly with the post 
office to set up your art for mailing. 

If you don’t happen to have art, our designers can build 
that for you too. Prestige offers a turnkey solution for 
reaching your customer base.

If you would prefer to target specific locations, check out 
EDDM mailings, which don’t require a list of any kind.

EDDM (Every Door Direct Mail) is the best way to 
target geographic areas with mail. For example - if 
you are opening a new restaurant, you could send 
out an appetizing offer to residents in a area around 
the location - or for political campaigns, you can 
target areas where your constituents live.

The beauty of the EDDM mailer is you only have to 
choose your designated delivery areas and provide 
the post office the proper quantity. You never have 
to worry about addresses or returned mail.

We handle the whole process for you, from design, 
printing, working with the post office and delivering 
the pieces to them.

Standard Mail
(First Class, Bulk Mail)

EDDM
Every Door Direct Mail

If you are a non-profit organization, let us know!
You might be eligible for discounted postage on 

standard or EDDM mailings. You must be registered 
with the USPS, but we can guide you there too.

!
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WALL OF FAME

When you have a really awesome photo, Instagram 
only goes so far. Bring your best photos to life with  
Canvas prints. Our staff will print your photo  
directly on canvas and wrap the frame. The only 
thing you have to do is hang your masterpiece.

Need a high quality, oversized print? Check out  
our Poster Prints. Printed on high-quality premium 
photo paper, these durable prints are color accurate 
and high resolution. 

Optionally, these can be mounted on foam core 
for presentations, easels or framing.

Backlit Signs are similiar to snap frames, but they 
have backlighting and are printed on a transparent 
film. This produces deep color and allows your 
signs to be visible even in the dark. 

In addition to ensuring your signs look their best, 
if you don’t already have a backlit sign frame our  
representatives can also help you select one 
that meets your needs.

Canvas Prints

Poster Prints

Backlit Signs
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THE GREAT INDOORS
Why should vehicles have all the fun? Indoor wraps use  
the same process as you would use to wrap graphics on a 
vehicle, but apply it to common indoor items. Imagine taking 
an older table and covering the top of it with a new,  
attractive and functional design.

We can wrap just about anything! Ask your representative 
today about wrapping objects in your office to give them  
a new life.

Portability has become a major part of modern life. 
With our Retractable Banners you can have the 
best of both worlds - a large, full size, self-standing 
banner for displays, tradeshows or the lobby of your 
office. When you need to move it to a new location, 
the banner conveniently rolls up inside of the base. 

If you need to setup and tear down different  
banners for presentations or events, retractable 
banners are a game changer!

Do you have any large, empty walls that could benefit 
from a little art? Vinyl Wall Art is an affordable but  
visually powerful option to bring some life to those empty 
spaces. Either using typography or graphics, we can  
create attractive & fun art that represents your  
organization’s goals, mission or strategy.

All these graphics are cut out, which also allows  
the wall behind to show through. This provides a more  
cohesive feel than attempting to cover the wall with  
a solid graphic.

Indoor Wraps

Retractable Banners

Vinyl Wall Art
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BOUND TO BE GREAT

Square Binding is a simple adjustment that has a 
big impact! It is just what the name implies -  
the spine of a booklet is flattened out instead of just 
being folded. The major benefits are a much nicer 
presentation, an easier time stacking  
multiple books, and it’s FREE!

There is no additional charge to square bind,  
so let us know if you would like to try it on  
your next booklet project.

Anyone who has ever held a meeting or event  
probably has experience printing Stapled Handouts. 
At the simplest levels, these are just copies of  
important items collated and stapled together.

Your time is valuable - send over your files (or bring  
in original prints) and we can handle the printing,  
scanning, collating and stapling. You get finished  
handouts delivered directly to you.

Booklets & Manuals come in many shapes and sizes. 
Things like manuals, handbooks, guides and many 
other items all fall in this category. Whether you  
need 5 copies or 5,000 we can do it.

We offer multiple styles, including stapled, square 
bound and coil bound books. Let us know more 
about your project and we’ll come up with a solution 
that meets your needs.

Square Binding

Booklets / Manuals

Stapled Handouts
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WHO, WHEN AND WHERE

Nametags can make a big impression 
when your staff or organization goes out - 
or has guests coming in. 

With many sizes, shapes and styles we‘re 
sure to have one with your name on it!

Many of our construction partners 
know all about our ability to print 
large Architectural Prints.

For everyone else, this is your chance 
to see. We can print large format  
blueprints on both 30” and 36”  
roll paper. Contact us today to find 
out how we can help with your 
next project.

It goes without saying that almost everyone uses  
Calendars everyday - which makes them an  
essential item to have laying around.

Even though we all have calendars on our phones  
and laptops, it’s still super convienant to have a  
printed copy on your desk or wall. We do custom design 
calendars every year in many different sizes and styles.

Calendars

Architectural Prints

Nametags
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GRAB THEIR ATTENTION

Exterior signage comes in many shapes and sizes, 
but it always gets noticed! These signs can be used 
for wayfinding, informational displays, or location 
specific directions. Attractive in shape and design, 
this signage will surely draw the attention you want.

Window Graphics allow you to place large 
images over multiple windows, creating a 
tiling effect that highlights features, 
promotions or company values using your 
current glass windows or doors.

This material is available in both opaque and 
a one-way see through version that allows 
employees to see outside, but doesn’t allow 
outsiders to see in.

Murals are a fantastic way to add some 
artistic elements to your space. We can 
create cool graphics that draw in customers 
and make your installation get noticed!

Exterior Signage

Window Graphics

Murals

We have many different styles of signs on different  
materials available. Of course we can custom design 

artwork to match your brand as well!

!
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SIGN O’ THE TIMES

Digital Wall Displays provide a very powerful 
and valuable platform for delivering ever 
changing messaging. With digital wall displays 
you can include video, audio, photos and live 
information such as weather into a rotating 
display. Keep your clients updated on the latest 
information relevant to your business. The 
flexibility of digital wall displays can’t be beat!

Digital Displays are smaller, mobile digital 
signage. These signs can be programmed 
to display slide shows, video and play audio 
on a loop. Great for trade shows, high  
traffic product displays and lobby areas.

For the most compact spaces, Digital Signs
provide a way to harness the best features of 
digital media - rotating graphics, multimedia, 
and interactivity - in a package that can be 
mounted on a counter. This is a great solution 
for offices and waiting rooms.

Digital Wall Displays

Digital Displays Digital Signs
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TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

We are your source for Specialty Items like table tents, 
menus, coupons, coasters and more. When your  
restaurant needs to showcase drinks, food, limited time 
promotions, or just reinforce your brand, these specialty 
items will do the job!

Outdoor Lettering is a great option to 
showcase your brand in unique locations 
without the expense of channel letters. 
For locations that already have lighting 
or do not require 24 hour use, outdoor 
lettering is a great solution!

In-Store Displays are essential to any retail business. 
When you need custom designed, quick turn solutions let 
us know. With multiple material options and quick  
in-house production we can get your signage ready for 
major promotions or just a big one day sale. We have the 
equipment to cut in-house too, so we can handle large 
orders with ease!

BUY 1, 
GET 2ND $1$1For

Specialty Items

In-Store Displays

Outdoor Lettering

Floor Signs

For industrial and production settings Floor Graphics can make a huge 
difference. Placing directional and informational signage on the floor helps 
when large machines can obscure overhead signs. These graphics are also 
full color, very durable and non-slip. They can be removed making them 
ideal for temporary installations or changing production lines.
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ONLINE SERVICES

We invite you, especially in light of the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, to take full advantage of our Online Services.  

Prestige offers multiple services that allow you to complete tasks online, saving a call or a trip to our office.

Online Ordering / Estimates
Our most popular feature by far is Online Ordering. This allows you to visit our website and provide your project’s specifications 

and any files you may have. Your order is sent directly to our Customer Service department. If you have an existing account  

manager, we’ll send it directly to them as well. Online orders provide you the fastest, most accurate service. Online orders have 

all the benefits of placing an order in person - you do not pay online, we will invoice you through our regular system.  

Online orders can also be cancelled via email or phone. Place your next order at www.prestigeteam.biz/orders

File Upload
Email is convenient, but let’s face it - it’s not great for sending huge files. Luckily we have a brand new File Upload tool on our 

website that allows you to send us your existing art, no matter what the size. Try it for yourself at www.prestigeteam.biz/upload

Electronic Invoices
Would you prefer to receive your invoices digitally delivered through email instead of printed copies in your mailbox? We now 

offer the ability for you to choose your desired format. Sign up online at www.prestigeteam.biz/invoices and we’ll get you 

switched over. If you ever change your mind it’s just as easy to switch back.

Digital Catalogs
Finally if you ever need an updated version of the very catalog you’re reading now, visit www.prestigeteam.biz/downloads to 

get the newest version. We try to add new products and services on a regular basis to constantly give you new solutions to your 

visual communications challenges!
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QUALITY BY DESIGN

CUSTOM ORDERS

WINNING COMBINATIONS

For all projects, we offer custom graphic design services in-house. Our designers are experienced and are ready to help

you tackle your visual communication and digital challenges. We use the latest versions of the Adobe Creative Cloud and can 

work with almost any type of file you may have. 

If you have a large project that you need to discuss, our designers are available by appointment to meet and go over your needs 

and offer suggestions and recommendations. Our designers are educated on graphic design, web design, illustration,  

Photoshop, typography and more - so no matter what questions you have we can help provide the answers.

Our designers are available to create printed materials, mailers, logos, signage, web sites and more!

To schedule a design consultation, contact the Prestige - FASTSIGNS office. You can reach us by phone at 812-372-2500 or 

via email at info@prestigeteam.biz

Every job we create at Prestige - FASTSIGNS is custom made for the specific customer who ordered it. Designed, printed, 

packaged and delivered to your door. We maintain stock of a wide variety of papers, substrates and ink to cover the everyday 

needs of most of our customers.

Sometimes a customer will need a very specific stock, such as synthetic paper, or a specific Pantone Ink. In these circumstances 

we may need extra time to make sure we get the exact item you are looking for. If you have strict requirements for your project, 

such as color, paper, framing / mounting or installation please let your customer service representative know as soon as possible. 

This allows us the most time to get your order perfect.

Great combos aren’t just for fast food! Be sure to ask your CSR about some great combinations of products we can offer you 

from this catalog. Need booklets printed, addressed to individual people and mailed directly to them? We can do that. How 

about banners, yard signs and handouts for your community event? Done. Whatever your goal, we can put together a grouping 

of products that will get the job done, with the quality you expect from Prestige - FASTSIGNS.
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WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

We use Prestige for all of our outside printing needs. The staff is always
helpful and the finished product is always great!

Very pleased with the sign I received back from Prestige Printing. 
Really easy to communicate and get in contact with. If I wanted  
something changed they got back with me quick on a new design 
layout. Overall great company to work with. Highly recommend them.

The end product exceeded expectations, delivery date on time.

FastSigns always does a great job and they were definitely fast.

Fast obviously and very spot on from design to pricing. It's been  
a pleasure to work with this group for several years.

Excellent timely service and, most of all, delivered great results.

Amazing response time and great service.

Fast turn around... Great group of people to deal with...  
Would recommend their services to anyone!

Prestige is always great to work with! Everyone there is 
willing to help me and to make sure I meet my deadlines.

Want to read more messages from our customers? 
Visit www.prestigeteam.biz/testimonials

!
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CONTACT US
We are located at :
1307 12th Street, Columbus, Indiana 47201

www.prestigeteam.biz
www.fastsigns.com/633

twitter.com/prestigecando

facebook.com/PrestigePrinting

facebook.com/Columbus633

Prestige
812.372.2500

FASTSIGNS
812.376.7446

Toll-Free
866.477.2500

Call us

Visit us online



PRINT / SIGNS / MAIL / MORE


